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i FACILITY NAME (1) DOCKET NUMBER (2) PNiE (3)
Limerick Generating Station, Unit 2 05000 353 1 OF 4i

TITLE (4)
Facility operating License Thermal Power Limit Exceeded Due to EHc Malfunction

EVENT DATE (5) LER NUMBER (6) REPORT DATE (7) OTHER FACILITIES INVOLVED (8)
SEQUENTIAL REVISION FACILITY NAME DOCKET NUMBER! MONTH (MY YEAR YEAR MONTH DAY YEAR
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OPERATING THIS REPORT IS SUBMITTED PURSUAN1 TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10 CFR ttneck one or more) (11)
4 MODE (9) 1 20.402(o) 20.405(c) 50.73(a)(2)(iv) 73.71(o)

POWER 20.405(a)(1)(1) 50.3b(c)(1) 50.73ta)(2)(v) 73.71(c)
; LEVEL (10) 1007. 20.405(a)(1)(1u 50.36(c)(2) 50.73(a)(2)(v11) X OTHER

i 20.4u5(a)(1)(111) 50.73(a)(2)(1) 50.73(a)(2)(v111)(A) (Specify in
t cb ow20.405(a)(1)(iv) D0./3(a)(2)(ii) 50.73(ast2)(vlii)(b)

j 20.4ubla)(1)W) 50.73(a)(2)(111) D0.73(a)(2)(x) NRC Form 366A)
| LICENSEE CONTACT FOR THIS LER (12)

; NAMt IELEPHONE NUMBER tinciuce Area Coce)
'

T. A. Moore - Manager, Experience Assessment, LGS (610) 718-3400
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| AeSTRACT (Limit to MUU spaces.1.e. a?Droximately 13 single.5paceo typewritten lines) (16)

On June 5,1997, a Unit 2 Electrohydraulic Control (EHC) system malfunction caused a brief
{ reactor pressure transient. The reactor pressure transient caused core thermal power to

reach 102.4%, exceeding the core thermal power limit specified in Facility Operating License!

NPF-85 Condition 2.C.1. Equipment response to this transient was as designed. The
operators responded by reducing power to a nominal 25% power, within bypass capacity, to
facilitate troubleshooting. The cause of the EHC system transient has not yet been
determined. Monitoring equipment was installed on the EHC syctem to provide information if
a similar transient occurs. Monitoring equipment was also installed to detect the source of a
Balance of Plant DC system ground which has been occurring intermittently and may be
associated with the EHC malfunction. Consultants were brought in and other Stations with
similar EHC equipment were contacted to independently assess the EHC transient, actions
taken, and to identify other industry experience.
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Unit Conditions Prior to the Event:

$ Unit 2 Reactor was in Operational Condition (OPCON) 1 (Power Operation) operating at
!' 100% power level. There were no structures, systems or components out of service that

[ contributed to this event.
:

j Description of the Event:

I On June 5,1997, at 1319 hours, a Unit 2 Main Turbine Bypass Valve Open alarm
annuaciated in the Main Control Room. Operators subsequently reduced Reactor power to;

approximately 25% to be within Bypass Valve capacity. Investigation revealed that an
j Electrohydraulic Control (EHC) system transient occurred due to the Control Valve demand
j signal going to zero for approximately 3.5 seconds. F.quipment response to this spurious
j signal was as designed; the Main Turbine Control Valves began to ramp closed and the i

Bypass Valves opened, resulting in a decrease in reactor pressure from 1045 psig to 1030f
,

psig. When the EHC pressure regulator sensed the decrease in reactor pressure, the
'

.

|- Bypass Valves began to close. This resulted in a rapid increase in reactor pressure. The
| peak reactor pressure was 1056 psig. This reactor pressure spike resulted in a peak thermal
j power of 102.4%.- This value exceeds the thermal power limit (100%) specified by License

Condition 2.C.1 When the Control Valve demand signal returned to normal, the Reactor!

} pressure, Control Valves and Bypass Valves returned to normat The entire reactor pressure
transient lasted 10.8 seconds.

1

i

*

The Unit 2 Balance of Plant (BOP) Battery Ground alarm also annunciated during the
| transient and then cleared, although it was not determined if it was coincident with the onset
i of the EHC transient or after. A review of Plant Monitoring System (PMS) data revealed a

perturbation of the BOP 125 VDC supply to the independent EHC Alarm and Trip circuit i

shortly before the Control Valve demand went to zero. Additionally, the BOP 250 VDC bus
voltage dipped during the transient. The magnitude could not be determined since the PMSr

point (along with several other PMS points) ceased operating.due to the BOP 125 VDC
system transient.

EHC troubleshooting revealed no card or relay problems. A recorder was installed via a
Temporary Plant Alteration (TPA) to monitor points (cards, op-amps and relays) in the EHC
logic that could impact Control Valve demand. Instruments were also installed to determine

[.. the source of the spurious DC ground. Although several BOP Battery Ground alarms have
:
i
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i been received (and cleared after a few seconds) since the transient, no EHC anomalies have |
| occurred. The investigation is continuing.
i

| Following installation of portable monitoring equipment on the EHC system, Unit 2 Reactor

[ power was increased to 80% on June 7,1997 while the investigation continued. Power was
.

|' raised to 100% power on June 10,1997 after several BOP Battery grounds were received
!- and did not result in an EHC transient.

~

F
!

j Calculations by Fuel and Services personnel determined that the maximum heat flux (power)
j in the core during the transient was 102.4% of rated thermal power. This exceeds the
i thermal power limit of Facility Operating License NPF-85 Condition 2.C.1, Reactor Core
'

Thermal Power. Per operating license condition 2.E, a 24 hour notification was made on
6/6/97 and this LER is being submitted in accordance with 10CFR50.73.

} Analysis:

i

| Engineering analysis of plant data indicated that all plant systems responded appropriately to i

[ this transient.- There was no release of radioactive matenals to the environment as a result of i

this event.
.

! An assessment was performed by the Fuel and Servhes Division on the impact of the
transient. The assessment concluded that there was no adverse impact on the reactor,

vessel and internals, the reactor core, or any other system or component important to safety.

| as a. result of this event. -The analysis further concluded that when compared to limiting 1

| events described in Chapter 15 of the LGS UFSAR (e.g. turbine trip.without bypass), this -
j event was relatively miid and significantly bounded by the Chapter 15 analyses. ;

Y ,

.Q. Suse of the Event:

The cause of the reactor pressure transient and resultant thermal power increase was a
transient in the EHC system. Design and transient reviews did not identify the cause of the
EHC system transient. Additionally, the cause of the BOP battery ground and a possible
relationship to the EHC transient, were not determined. Several PMS data points were
unavailable, due to the transient, that limited the information available for event analysis.
Subsequent EHC control signal monitoring did not identify the cause of the event.
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Corrective' Actions: I
i

i Temporary monitoring equipment was installed on the EHC system to provide information if a |I similar transient occurs. Monitoring equipment was also installed to detect the source of the j
| BOP DC ground which has been occurring intermittently. Consultants were brought in to |
i independently assess the EHC transient, actions taken, and to provide other industry
| experience. A troubleshooting and diagnostic plan will be implemented, based on the
: Information obtained, at the first plant outage of sufficient duration.

,

!

;. Personnel at other stations with similar EHC systems were contacted. Two events involving
unexpected Bypass Valve openings were identified, however, neither were caused by a

| spurious Control Valve demand signal.

I Previous Similar Occurrences:
!

Two similar events involving EHC control valve demand malfunctions have occurred at !,
'

Limerick Generating Station, both on Unit 2. The first occurred on January 3,1993, which
{ resulted in a scram (Reference LER 2-93-001). The cause of this event was indeterminate.
2 The second event occurred on August 20,1995 and also resulted in a scram (Reference
i LER 2-95-010). The cause of this event was attributed to the high contact resistance on the

KT106 relay in the EHC Alarm and Trip circuit. The KT106 relay was replaced and rewired to
; utilize parallel contacts to prevent recurrence. Neither of these two events resulted in
; exceeding the Facility Operating License thermal power limit.
.

| Three previous events were reported for exceeding the thermal power limit specified by
Facility Operating License NPF-85 Condition 2.C.1, however, none of these three were
caused by EHC control valve demand malfunctions. Two events were caused by Reactor
Recirculation System malfunctions (ref. LERs 2-94-008 and 1-95-003) and one involved 3
gpm of Control Rod Drive System flow not accounted for in the thermal power calculation
(ref. LER 1-96-002).
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